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RECOMMENDATION:
Review and discuss the US Census Bureau’s proposed changes to the definition of Urbanized
Areas and the potential effects to the programs that rely on the definition.
DISCUSSION:
The Census Bureau delineates urban areas after each decennial census by applying specified
criteria to decennial census and other data. Since the 1950 Census, the Census Bureau has
reviewed and revised these criteria, as necessary, for each decennial census to improve the
classification of urban areas by taking advantage of newly available data and advancements in
geographic information processing technology.
The Census Bureau's urban areas represent densely developed territory, and encompass
residential, commercial, and other non-residential urban land uses. The boundaries of the urban
areas have been defined primarily by using measures based on population counts and
residential population density. The Census Bureau has made modifications to urban areas in
the past and boundaries have changed based on new criteria and updated population counts.
Prior changes are provided in the Attachment A. The proposed changes for the 2020 urban area
definition include adopting a housing unit-based density (385 units/sq. mile) vs. the prior
population density of 1,000 persons/sq. mile, reducing jump distances between dense areas
from 2.5 to 1.5 miles, and eliminating low density areas between the jumps. These changes
have the potential to reduce the size of urban areas as lower density areas and their population
are eliminated and to allow noncontiguous urban areas. Attachment B provides an overview of
the proposed changes and their justification by the Census Bureau. Attachment C provides for
the Santa Maria, Lompoc, and Santa Barbara Urban Area delineation and population estimates
for 2000 and 2010. Housing unit density estimates of select areas that may not meet the 385
units/sq. mile threshold are provided in Attachment D. More definitive estimate cannot be
determined until the 2020 Census housing unit estimates are released later this year.
Attachment E provides estimates of hops and jumps that may change based on the proposed
definition.
In delineating urban areas, the Census Bureau does not consider or attempt to meet the
requirements of any nonstatistical uses of these areas or their associated data. The Census
Bureau recognizes that some federal and state agencies use the Census Bureau's urban area
classification for nonstatistical uses such as allocating program funds (FTA 5307 and 5311, for
example), setting program standards, and implementing aspects of their programs. The
agencies that use the classification and data for such nonstatistical uses should be aware that
the changes to the urban area criteria also might affect the implementation of their programs. If

a federal, tribal, state, or local agency uses the urban area classification for nonstatistical
purposes, it is that agency's responsibility to ensure that the classification is appropriate for
such use.
Urbanize Area Delineation Release Schedule:
• Fall/Winter 2021-Federal Register notice with the final criteria for defining urban areas.
• Spring/Summer 2022-Federal Register notice announcing the qualifying urban areas
based on the results of the 2020 Decennial Census.
For additional details the following webinar was recently conducted by AASHTO:
CTPP Webinar: Proposed Urban Area Criteria for the 2020 Census - YouTube
Funding Program Implications
Many federal and state programs distribute or allocate funds to Metropolitan Planning
Organizations, project sponsors or transit providers based on formulas identified for various
census designations. These programs, include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•

Surface Transportation Program (STP)
Active Transportation Program
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Programs
o FTA 5307 Urbanized Area Program
o FTA 5310 Elderly and Disabled Program
o FTA 5311 Non-Urbanized Area Program

SBCAG staff has developed a matrix which provides an overview of potentially impacted
funding programs that SBCAG, local agencies and transit operators depend upon. Attachment
G provides this overview to provide our local partners with an idea of how funding programs
would change depending on any changes to the Census defined Urbanized Areas in our county.
Changes to Census designations can lead to a myriad of changes like the administrative
agency, project eligibility and project approval which impacts the programming and delivery
process.
Conclusion
Staff recognizes potential wide-ranging implications that may result if the proposed changes are
implemented. Some considerations include the loss of some lower density areas including Toro
Canyon and Hope Ranch from the urbanized area. In addition, there is the potential for noncontiguous urban areas. These changes may have implications on funding programs.
Attachments:
A. Summary of Changes in Urbanized Areas 2000, 2010, 2020
B. Summary of Proposed Changes and Justifications for 2020 Urban Areas
C. Changes in Urbanized areas 2000 and 2010
D. Housing Unit Density Estimates
E. Hops and Jumps Distance Estimates
F. Federal Register Urban Areas for 2020 Census - Proposed Criteria (Web-Posting Only)
G. Funding Impacts Per Census Changes
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Attachment A, Significant Changes in Urban Areas Criteria, 2000, 2010, 2020
Criteria
Identification of Initial Urban
Area Cores
Inclusion of Noncontiguous
Territory via Hops and
Jumps 1

Splitting Large Urban
Agglomerations

Inclusion of Airports
Additional Nonresidential
Urban Territory
Density Criteria for Military
Installations

2000 Method
Census block population
density 500 persons per
square mile
Maximum hop distance 0.5
miles, jump distance 2.5
miles, and hops after jumps
allowed.

2010 Method
Census tract and block
population density 1,000
persons per square mile
Maximum hop distance 0.5
miles, maximum jump
distance 2.5 miles, and no
hops after jumps.

Contains at least 50,000
people Split locations guided
by metropolitan area
boundaries. Splits allowed
within metropolitan areas if
urban territories encompass
at least 50,000 people and
are connected via hop, jump.
>10,000 annual passengers
and is adjacent to the urban
area.

Splits consider metropolitan
statistical area, county,
incorporated place, census
designated place, distance
from each component
urbanized area.

Blocks with >2,500 persons
are given a population
density of 1,000 persons per
square mile; census blocks
between 1,000 and 2,500
are given a population
density of 500 persons per
square mile.

>2,500 annual passengers
and is within 0.5 miles of the
urban area.
At least 1,500 persons
outside group quarters to
qualify urban area.
Not applicable because
multiple census blocks were
defined on military
installations for the 2010
Census.

2020 Proposed Method
Housing unit density threshold of 385
housing units per square mile
Reduce the maximum jump distance
from 2.5 to 1.5 miles.
No longer include the low-density
territory between the main body of
the urban area and the outlying
qualifying territory that is the
destination of a hop or a jump.
Use of commuting flows to identify
whether the agglomeration
represents a single integrated region

>2,500 annual passengers between
2011 and 2019 and within 0.5 miles
of urban territory.
Impervious surface total area of at
least 0.15 square miles and within
0.25 miles of an urban area. 2
No Change

Hop concept, links along road corridor (up to one-half mile, multiple times) of low-density territory to qualify noncontiguous densely settled blocks. Jump distance of >.5 to 2.5 miles, only one jump allowed along a road corridor. No
hops after jump.
2 Use of land use/land cover data from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) to identify qualifying areas of nonresidential urban land uses.
1
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Attachment B, Proposed Changes and Justifications for 2020 Urban Areas
Adoption of a Housing Unit Density Threshold for Qualification of Census Blocks. A housing unit
density threshold of 385 housing units per square mile is proposed as the primary criterion for
determining whether a census block qualifies for inclusion in an urban area, replacing the use of
population density.
Justification-Housing unit density provides a more direct measure of the densely developed
landscape accounting for seasonal units and household size than population density. Provides
the ability to update urban areas between censuses, based on housing unit information in the
Census Bureau’s Master Address File. Privacy for census block-level populations while housing
units are not subject to privacy.
Urban Areas Housing Units Threshold. Based on a minimum threshold of 4,000 housing units or
10,000 persons instead of a minimum threshold of 2,500 persons.
Justification-Aligns with thresholds used by other federal agencies to distinguish between urban
and rural areas as well as with the Office of Management and Budget’s minimum threshold for
urban areas.
Cease Distinguishing Different Types of Urban Areas. Urban areas will be designated using
4,000 or more housing units or 10,000 or more persons without distinguishing types of urban
areas.
Justification-The 50,000-person threshold that has been used to distinguish between urbanized
areas and smaller urban clusters no longer has the same meaning as when it was adopted in
1950.
Maximum Distances of Jumps. Jumps recognize that urban development is not always
continuous and include noncontiguous densely developed territory that is considered part of the
nearby urban area. The Census Bureau proposes reducing the maximum jump distance from
2.5 to 1.5 miles.
Justification-The 2.5-mile maximum jump distance adopted for the 2000 Census was too
generous and resulted in overextension of urban area territory. The Census Bureau proposed
reverting to 1.5 miles in the proposed criteria for the 2010 Census, but responses from
commenters were inconclusive and no change was made.
No Longer Include the Low-Density Hop or Jump Corridor in the Urban Area. The Census
Bureau proposes to no longer include within an urban area the low-density territory intervening
between the main body of the urban area and the outlying qualifying territory that is the
destination of the jump. This will result in noncontiguous urban areas.
Justification- Resulted in the inclusion of territory that is of a rural nature and land uses that are
not consistent the densely developed blocks on either end of the hop or jump corridor. Will
result in a more accurate depiction of the patterns of urban development.
No Longer Include Low-Density Territory Located Within Indentations Formed During the Urban
Area Delineation Process. Cease including low-density territory within indentations that are
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formed during the delineation process when densely developed, qualifying territory surrounds
low-density territory on three sides.
Justification- Review of land uses within indentations has indicated that much of the territory
remains less developed and less urban in character.
Splitting of Large Agglomerations of Densely Settled Territory. Use of commuting flows to
identify whether the agglomeration represents a single integrated region or whether commuting
patterns indicate the presence of distinct urban areas. Application of this criterion could shift
territory from one 2010 urban area to a different 2020 urban area.
Justification- Some urban areas are too large and extensive to be of use for most analyses
involving urban areas.
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Attachment C, Changes in Population and Area for Urban Areas 2000 and 2010

UBANIZED
AREA

2000
Census
POP

2010
Census
POP

2019
ACS
POP

2000-2019
POPULATION
%
CHANGE
CHANGE

2000
LAND
Area
(Sq.
Miles)

2010
LAND
AREA
(Sq.
Miles)

20002010
Land
% LAND
Area
AREA
CHANGE CHANGE

Santa Barbara

196,263 195,861 204,302

8,039

4.1%

59.78

55.85

-3.93

-6.6%

Santa Maria

120,297 130,447 140,077

19,780

16.4%

35.55

29.13

-6.42

-18.1%

(1,288)

-2.3%

60.10

10.70

-49.40

-82.2%

Lompoc

55,667

51,509

54,379

Urban Area Maps
SB UA 2000

6

SB UA 2010

SB UA 2010 – Ventura County Jurisdiction Detail

7

SB UA 2000 – Detail

SB UA 2010 - Detail

8

SM UA 2000

9

SM UA 2010

10

SM UA 2000 – Detail

11

SM UA 2010 - Detail

12

Lompoc UA 2000

13

Lompoc UA 2010

14

Lompoc UA 2000 - Detail

15

Lompoc UA 2010 - Detail

16

Lompoc UA 2010 – Detail – (FCI)
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Attachment D, Housing Density Estimates
Las Positas/Hope Ranch Area, Approx. 250 H.U./Sq. Mile

18

Hope Ranch Area, Approx. 200 H.U./Sq. Mile

19

Toro Canyon Area, Approx. 120 H.U./Sq. Mile

20

Montecito Area, Approx. 350 H.U./Sq. Mile

21

Vandenberg Village Area, Approx. 600 H.U./Sq. Mile
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Attachment E, Hops and Jumps Distance Estimates
Summerland to Toro Canyon .64 Miles

Carpinteria to Rincon 1.14 Miles

23

Rincon to La Conchita, 1.16 Miles

Lompoc to FCI, 1.68 Miles
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Attachment G. Impact of Census on Federal and State Transportation Funding Programs (best viewed on 11x17 paper in landscape format)
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG)

Active Transportation Program (ATP)

FTA 5307 - Urbanized Areas Program

FTA 5310 - Elderly and Disabled Program

FTA 5311 - Rural Areas Program

Less than 200,000 Population

Greater than 200,000 population

Less than 200,000 Population

Greater than 200,000 population

Less than 200,000 Population

Greater than 200,000 population

Less than 200,000 Population

Greater than 200,000 population

Less than 50,000 Population

What can funds be used for?

Very Flexible (Highways,
Streets/Roads, Transit, Rail,
Bike/Ped)

Very Flexible (Highways,
Streets/Roads, Transit, Rail,
Bike/Ped)

Bike/Pedestrian/SRTS
Improvements

Bike/Pedestrian/SRTS
Improvements

Capital and Operating Assistance

Capital Only

Capital, Planning & Operating
Assistance

Capital, Planning & Operating Assistance

Capital and Operating Assistance

Who administers the funds?

Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO)

Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO)

California Transportation
Commission (CTC)

MPO nominates and CTC approves;
MPO administers after approval

Designed Grantee (Transit Agency)

Designed Grantee (Transit Agency)

Caltrans

MPO

Caltrans

Who chooses projects?

Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO)

Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO)

CTC

MPO nominates and CTC approves

Transit Agency nominates projects,
MPO approves projects

Transit Agency Approves Projects
with Final Grant Approval by FTA

Private nonprofit organizations,
states or local government
authorities, or operators of public
transportation.

Private nonprofit organizations, states or
local government authorities, or operators
of public transportation.

Transit Agency, MPO approves

State Cash; no obligation required

Federal STBG; funds need to be
obligated by FHWA/Caltrans Local
Assistance

Competitive; all projects are
submitted to CTC for statewide
scoring for STatewide and Small
Urban/Rural pot

By formula for MPO pot; projects
can still compete in the Statewide
pot.

Funding is apportioned on the
basis of formulas. For areas of
50,000 to 199,999 in population,
the formula is based on population
and population density.

For areas with populations of
200,000 and more, the formula is
based on a combination of bus
revenue vehicle miles, bus
passenger miles, fixed guideway
revenue vehicle miles, and fixed
guideway route miles as well as
population and population density.

Funds are apportioned among the
states by a formula which is based
on the number of seniors and
people with disabilities in each
state according to the latest
available U.S. Census data.

Funds are apportioned based on each state’s
share of the number of seniors and people
with disabilities according to the latest
available U.S. Census data. In large urban
areas, Caltrans is the designated recipient.

The funds come to regions based on
population and provides capital,
planning, and operating assistance
funds to states to support public
transportation in rural areas with
populations of less than 50,000.

No

Yes, submittal to Caltrans Local
Assistance

Depends on size; sponsors can
request state cash; larger projects
will recieve federal funds and need
to be obligate

Depends on size; sponsors can
request state cash; larger projects
will recieve federal funds and need
to be obligate

Yes

Yes

No

Potentially

Yes, by Caltrans

Not applicable

Not applicable

$267,000,000

$222,500,000

$14,000,000

Funds are made available to regoin for
competitive process

Yes, seperately as part of the FTA
5311f program which is administered
by Caltrans

$6,011,502

Unknown. Different Amount Using
Large UZA Formula

SBCAG does not receive a formla
share as a Small MPO region

Estimated at $2,288,000 per
County of similar size (Tulare
County)

Not applicable

Unknown

$280,037

How does the money come to the region?

Do funds need to be obligated?

Competitive available

Typical Formula Share for SBCAG Region

SBMTD & SMAT receive STIC through current the FTA 5307 formula. This gets
eliminated when a UZA exceeds 200,000 in population

$34,513,047

$29,572,809

Greater than 200,000
population

Not applicable - funds
are only available to
areas less than
50,000

